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NEW DELHI: An Indian Army soldier stands guard as children get their photographs taken in front of the Republic Day Tableau of Indian state of
Madhya Pradesh depicting models of white tigers at the Red Fort grounds, in New Delhi. — AP 

NEW DELHI: Rubbish piled up on New Delhi’s
streets yesterday as refuse collectors vowed to push
ahead with a nearly week-long strike, the latest cri-
sis to hit the world’s most polluted city. Already reel-
ing from dangerously high levels of toxic smog, the
Indian capital is now grappling with uncollected
garbage that has been mounting in parts of the city
since January 27.

Sanitation workers yesterday dumped rubbish
outside a Delhi government minister’s home, one of
several targeted as part of the protest over unpaid
salaries. “The Delhi government spends millions on
advertisements, why can’t it release the funds for
our salaries,” said Sanjay Gehlot, president of an
umbrella group of 60,000 to 80,000 protesting
municipal workers. “Today we dumped garbage
outside the Delhi tourism minister’s residence in
our symbolic protest and caused roadblocks in oth-
er parts of the city,” he said, adding such protests
would continue.

Using brooms and shovels, Delhi government
ministers, along with other officials and volunteers
from the Aam Aadmi Party, took to the streets at the
weekend to clean up the rubbish. The Delhi govern-
ment has blamed the city’s three municipal corpora-
tions, controlled by its arch rival, the Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP), which rules at the national level,
for the crisis. Delhi deputy chief minister Manish
Sisodia reiterated yesterday his accusation that the
corporations were withholding funds handed over
by the government that were meant for workers’

salaries. “We have said this repeatedly that we have
given the dues to the civic agencies,” Sisodia, whose
home has also been targeted with piles of rubbish,
told reporters. “Now, the civic bodies must give
accounts of what they did with the money and why
aren’t the workers getting paid,” he said. There was
no immediate comment from the corporations on
the strike, the second to hit the city in the last year. It
comes as Delhi has been shrouded in a toxic soup
during the recent winter months, sparking govern-
ment action to improve the air quality, which regu-
larly exceeds the World Health Organization’s safe
limit. A 2014 WHO survey of more than 1,600 cities
ranked Delhi as the most polluted, partly because of
the 8.5 million vehicles on its roads.

Sewage to traffic
Meanwhile, India took a step toward moderniz-

ing its cities on Thursday by awarding 20 with funds
to solve problems from shoddy sewage treatment
to snarled traffic. The government eventually plans
to spend $15 billion to remake 100 cities over five
years, Urban Development Minister Venkaiah Naidu
said. The first 20 to receive financing include the
capital of new Delhi, the western cities of Pune,
Jaipur and Ahmadabad, and the southern cities of
Chennai and Kochi. Since Prime Minister Narendra
Modi first touted his vision for creating so-called
smart cities across India, there has been little clarity
over what “smart” actually means beyond a better
life for the country’s 400 million city dwellers.

While India has rapidly urbanized in recent
decades, most towns and cities still lack basic infra-
structure like running water or stable electricity.
Many feature huge slums housing millions of poor.
The cities were selected based on their proposals
after more than 15 million Indian citizens weighed
in on which problems should be solved first, mark-
ing “a paradigm shift” in having India’s development
guided by the public, Naidu said. Some sent ideas
to city officials via social media. Others entered
local contests for designing logos or writing essays.
Bhubaneswar, the capital of the eastern state of
Orissa, unfurled a 10-kilometer-long (6-mile-long)
canvas banner across the city and invited residents
to scroll down their suggestions.

“We are big believers in the power of competi-
tion to spur bottom-up creativity, citizen engage-
ment, and stronger proposals,” said James Anderson
of Bloomberg Philanthropies, which advised the
government on the program. 

Some of the proposals mentioned a need for
better transportation, sewage treatment, security
or trash management. Many envisioned funding
through public-private partnerships. The
Rajasthani heritage city of Jaipur wants to improve
waste management, while New Delhi plans to
install underground fiber-optic cables for more
Internet connectivity. The traffic-clogged city of
Chennai has plans for improving public transporta-
tion as well as dealing with disasters like last year’s
devastating floods. — Agencies  

KUWAIT: Henkel announced yesterday
that CEO Kasper Rorsted,  who has
decided not to renew his current con-
tract beyond 2017, will leave the com-
pany at his own request as of April 30,
2016.  He ser ved on the Henkel
Management Board for 11 years, thereof

8 years as CEO. Effective May 1, 2016,
Hans Van Bylen has been appointed as
his successor. His successful career at
Henkel started in 1984 and he serves as
member of the Management Board
since 2005, responsible for the Beauty
Care business. 

The appointment to CEO already in
spring will enable him to leading the

development of the new strategy which
Henkel will announce at the end of this
year and driving its successful execution.
“With the appointment of Hans Van
Bylen as new CEO we have named a
strong successor to the CEO position at
an early time - as it is common practice
at Henkel. Hans Van Bylenis an excellent
choice as he has long-standing, interna-
tional experience in managing brands
and markets as well as a Management
Board member at Henkel. 

On behalf of our governance commit-
tees and employees I wish Hans Van
Bylen all the best and much success in
his new role”, said Dr Simone Bagel-Trah,
Chairwoman of the Supervisory Board
and the Shareholders’ Committee. The
successor of Hans Van Bylen as Executive
Vice President Beauty Care will  be
announced in due course. “I am honored

by the confidence which is expressed
through this appointment. I am looking
forward to shape the future of our com-
pany together with my colleagues at the
Management Board and an excellent
global team. We have strong brands and
technologies, leading positions in many
markets and categories around the world
and a strong innovation power. Building
on this foundation, together, we will suc-
cessfully lead Henkel into the future”, said
Hans Van Bylen.

Successful company performance
under Kasper Rorsted¥s leadership
“Kasper Rorsted has achieved a lot for
Henkel. Under his leadership since 2008,
the company has delivered a successful
performance in a challenging market
environment. Sales and profitability
increased significantly and our top
brands have been strengthened. This is
also reflected in a significantly increased
market capitalization which has been
more than tripled since Kasper Rorsted

took the helm. I would like to sincerely
thank Kasper Rorsted on behalf of all
governance committees, employees and
shareholders of Henkel”,  Dr Simone
Bagel-Trah further said.

Kasper Rorsted (53) joined Henkel as
member of the Management Board in
2005. He was appointed as Deputy
Chairman of the Management Board in
2007 and has been appointed CEO fol-
lowing the 2008 Annual General
Meeting. “I would like to thank all col-
leagues at Henkel for their commitment
and dedication as well as the governance
committees for their advice and support
over the past years. Together, we have
delivered an excellent performance for
our company”, said Kasper Rorsted. “I am
convinced that Henkel will continue to
excel under the leadership of Hans Van
Bylen as CEO.” 

KRUGER NATIONAL PARK: Hippos in South
Africa’s biggest wildlife park are increasingly
grazing during the day rather than staying in
rivers and pools as usual, a sign of an intensify-
ing drought expected to kill some animals in
the weeks ahead.  However, officials in Kruger
National Park described the extremely dry peri-
od as a natural way of regulating wildlife popu-

lations. And while the park’s management
makes water available to animals in some parts
of the park, they don’t plan any major interven-
tion to try to save animals from a drought
afflicting southern Africa.

Buffalos are also expected to suffer heavily if
substantial rains don’t arrive soon, according to
authorities in Kruger park, which borders

Mozambique and Zimbabwe. Rainfall in Kruger
is 40 to 50 percent of the average for this time
of year. Park officials told journalists who
recently visited Kruger park, a major tourist
attraction, that lions and some other predators
should benefit from the drought by taking
advantage of weakened prey. “You’ve got win-
ners and you’ve got losers. This is nature’s regu-

latory thing,” said Izak Smit, an ecologist for the
national parks service.

Hippos are in particular trouble because
they can’t graze as widely as other animals and
are very territorial, always returning to the same
spot, he said. Hippos, which tend to graze by
night and stay in water by day, have been seen
grazing during the daytime more often in

Kruger as they struggle to find food, according
to Smit. A drought in the early 1990s reduced
Kruger’s buffalo population by more than half
to about 14,000, but the buffalo population has
since rebounded to more than 40,000, accord-
ing to park data.  “You end up with a stronger
genetic pool in the end, with the animals sur-
viving these dry periods,” Smit said. — AP 
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